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Abstract
A central premise of current international sanctions policy is targeting, that is,
concentrating the impact of sanctions on specific, politically influential groups in the
sanctioned country. However, many economic factors make it difficult for senders of
sanctions to hit these targets. We offer evidence on the efficacy of targeting in the
case of Iran, where sanctions aimed to affect a well-defined set of political entities
through their economic interests. Our identification strategy focuses on the process
of negotiations for sanctions removal. We find that stock returns of firms owned by
targeted political groups and firms unrelated to these groups both react positively
to information indicating progress in diplomatic negotiations. However, these effects
are significantly larger for firms owned by targeted groups. This evidence suggests
that good news about sanctions relief yielded particularly large economic benefits for
targeted political entities, consistent with the ‘income targeting’ goal of sanctions policy
against Iran.
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Introduction

Economic sanctions are an important tool of foreign policy, providing an instrument by
which states may attempt to influence policies abroad without resorting to military force or
covert action. In recent years, sanctions have been at the forefront of international responses
to Russia’s foreign policy decisions regarding the Ukraine and to Iran’s program for the
development of nuclear technology. Other prominent recent examples of sanctions have
included measures leveled against Burma, Iraq, North Korea and Syria, among many others.
Once imposed, sanctions act as a ‘carrot’ for policymakers in the sanctioned country, as
the actors imposing sanctions offer to remove them in exchange for policy reform. But if
imposing sanctions is costly for the senders, then they will prefer to design this incentive
as efficiently as possible. In theory, sanctions should therefore be focused on the sources
of income most valued by those responsible for the key policy decisions, rather than the
economy of the receiving country as a whole. In line with this logic, a central principle
underlying the construction of modern sanctions regimes is that they should be targeted as
much as possible to the economic interests of elite decisionmakers.1
In practice, however, it may be difficult to design sanctions that stay ‘on target’. This
might be because the targeted group is particularly well placed to avoid even carefully
designed sanctions, or is able to redistribute the effects of sanctions to less powerful groups
within the sanctioned country. For example, the UN’s Oil-for-Food program in Iraq was
designed to maintain an oil embargo on Iraq while still providing the country with access
to humanitarian supplies, but there is strong evidence that the policy was circumvented,
presumably to the benefit of Iraq’s political elite (Hsieh and Moretti 2006). Alternatively,
the policy instruments used by the sender could be too blunt to target any particular group
within the sanctioned country. While states are increasingly employing ‘smart sanctions’
instruments designed to affect only particular firms or individuals, many sanctions regimes
also incorporate more comprehensive trade and financial restrictions, which may be difficult
to selectively ‘switch on and off’ across different agents in a receiving country.
In this paper, we consider the case of Iran, which was subject to multilateral sanctions
related to its nuclear program until 2016. Over several years of diplomatic negotiations
ending in July 2015, Iran and its sanctioners came to an agreement in which Iran consented
to changes in its nuclear policies in exchange for the lifting of economic sanctions. If these
sanctions were successfully targeted, their removal should have benefited the policymaking
elite, rewarding them for changing the policy for which sanctions were imposed. At the
same time, the effect of sanctions on the rest of the Iranian population would have been
minimized, and so sanctions removal should have had little impact on the welfare of these
other actors.
Our study attempts to understand the effectiveness of targeting of sanctions in Iran
through a stock market event study covering this period of diplomatic progress. We use
information on owners of firms listed on the Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE) to assemble two
1

For example, the European Commission (2008) asserts the principle that “[a]s a general rule, sanctions
should target as closely as possible the individuals and entities responsible for the undesirable policies and
actions, thus minimising adverse effects on others.”
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firm portfolios. The ‘target’ portfolio includes assets of conglomerates controlled by two
political actors with strategic roles in decisions about Iran’s nuclear program: the Supreme
Leader and the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC). Importantly, the targeting of
these interests within Iran was an explicit goal of sanctions policy by the US and its partners
in the sanctions regime. We also construct a ‘non-target’ portfolio consisting of firms in which
these two actors had no known ownership stake.
Our empirical strategy has two complementary elements designed to capture market responses to progress in diplomatic negotiations about sanctions relief. We first explore a
compelling case study: the stock market reaction to an unexpected breakthrough in multilateral negotiations in Geneva between Iran and the main sanctioning countries in November
2013. This ‘big bang’ event is conveniently timed, with much information about the progress
of this particular round of negotiations accruing over the TSE’s weekend break. As such, we
are able to cleanly capture the TSE market response to the most important turning point
in the negotiations for sanctions removal.
The second part of our empirical strategy is then based on a high-frequency, news-based
measure derived from the comprehensive Global Database of Events, Language and Tone
(GDELT). The GDELT database provides ‘near real-time’ political event data produced
using automated reviews of coverage from 37,000 sources. The key feature of GDELT for
our analysis is that it is able to consistently identify events specifically related to negotiations
between Iran and its sanctioners as natural language objects across news articles, allowing
us to track the development of sanctions negotiations on a daily basis. We use coverage
measures derived from GDELT data to evaluate stock market responses to daily variation
in news about diplomatic negotiations over three years between the revival of multilateral
negotiations in April 2012 and the conclusion of a final agreement in July 2015. Importantly,
because the news that we consider relates to the lifting of the sanctions regime as a whole,
both of our approaches (the November 2013 case study and the analysis using GDELT) allow
us to relate our estimated effects to the probability of comprehensive sanctions relief rather
than a single sanctions instrument.
Our results show a consistent pattern of responses by firms in the two portfolios to our
posited information shocks. Specifically, in both of our empirical exercises, we find that stock
returns of firms owned by targeted political groups (our target portfolio) and companies
unrelated to these groups (our non-target portfolio) both react positively to information
indicating progress in diplomatic negotiations. However, these effects are significantly larger
for listed firms owned by targeted political entities.
For each day of a two-day event window, the estimated positive effect of the Geneva deal
on the returns of non-target firms is approximately 30% of the size of the standard deviation
of returns across all firms and days in the sample. For firms in the target portfolio, the
estimated abnormal returns from Geneva exceed this by an additional 65% of a standard
deviation, for a total effect of approximately two percentage points per day. Meanwhile,
a one standard deviation jump in our GDELT daily news coverage measure is associated
with a 0.06 percentage point increase in returns for non-target firms, with an additional
increase of approximately the same magnitude accruing for the target group. Importantly,
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this relationship between sanctions news and returns holds strongly even outside the period
immediately around the November 2013 Geneva deal.
This finding of systematic comovement between target firm returns and events relating
to sanctions removal is notable for providing evidence that sanctions against Iran succeeded
in inducing some degree of ‘income targeting’. Even though we cannot say whether decisionmakers were driven by this incentive when negotiating the removal of sanctions, our
empirical evidence suggests that such an incentive existed.
A potential identification challenge for our research design is that news about sanctions
might proxy for changes in the likelihood of conflict between Iran and the West, which might
also differentially affect target and non-target firms. We therefore perform two additional
exercises in order to assess whether our news-based measures include information about
changes in war risk, and how firms in our sample respond to the risk of conflict. We first
show that while both target and non-target firms are sensitive to a political betting market
measure of Iran’s probability of direct military conflict with the US or Israel, the target
portfolio is not differentially responsive to this information. We then use a portfolio of arms
industry firms listed on stock markets outside Iran to investigate whether there is a strong
overlap between sanctions news and the changing risk of war. The returns of these warsensitive firms show no significant co-movement with sanctions news, suggesting that news
about negotiations is well-separated from updates to expectations of conflict risk.
We draw on and contribute to a number of literatures. Firstly, we make a novel contribution to the substantial literature on the economics of sanctions. A large body of empirical
work has studied the question of whether, and under what circumstances, sanctions accomplish the stated goals of the sender. Much of this work builds on the cross-country analysis
and dataset of Hufbauer, Schott and Elliott (1990) and focuses on whether the offending
policies of the receiver are actually altered after sanctions are imposed. Very few papers
zoom in to consider the incidence of sanctions within the receiver, and our microeconomic
assessment of the ‘income targeting’ goal of sanctions is particularly innovative. Perhaps the
closest study to ours is Ahn and Ludema (forthcoming), which concludes that recent US and
EU ‘smart sanctions’ on specific Russian companies have had substantial negative effects on
those firms’ financial performance. Haidar (2017) also studies sanctions on Iran, and finds
heterogeneous effects of these sanctions on exporting firms depending on characteristics such
as exporter size. Marinov (2005) finds that leaders of countries subject to economic sanctions
are more likely to lose power. This is in line with Allen (2008), which notes a positive relationship between sanctions and antigovernment activity. Neuenkirch and Neumeier (2016)
investigate the effect of US sanctions on the poverty gap in sanctioned countries (a measure
of the incidence and severity of poverty), and argue that sanctions lead to an increase in
poverty.
Secondly, this paper is one of a number of recent studies using variation in stock market
returns to study topics in political economy. In particular, these studies focus on questions
such as private benefits of civil conflict (Guidolin and La Ferrara (2007) on diamond mining
in Angola), the economic implications of covert foreign intervention (Dube, Kaplan and
Naidu (2011) on post-war CIA operations), the detection of illegal arms trade (Della Vigna
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and La Ferrara 2010), and the value of political connections (Fisman 2001, Faccio 2006,
Braggion and Moore 2013, Coulomb and Sangnier 2014 and Acemoglu et al. 2016).
Finally, we also contribute to a growing literature on the political economy of the Middle
East. In a similar vein to our study, the research design of Durante and Zhuravskaya (forthcoming) uses the timing of news events to study Israeli military strategy. Acemoglu, Hassan
and Tahoun (forthcoming) argue that more intense street protests in Egypt restricted access
to excess rents for firms connected to political incumbents. Jaeger and Paserman (2008, 2009,
2015) and Jaeger et al. (2012) examine the dynamics of violence in the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict, while Berman, Shapiro and Felter (2011) provide insight into Iraq’s insurgency.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a conceptual framework to motivate
our study and its research design. Section 3 provides background information on the history
of sanctions on Iran and the political entities targeted by these sanctions. Section 4 describes
the data we use, and Section 5 then presents our empirical analysis. Section 6 assesses the
possible alternative interpretation of our results in terms of changes in the risk of conflict,
and Section 7 offers concluding remarks.

2

Conceptual framework

In this section, we first set out a simple static framework to clarify why countries might
want to impose targeted sanctions, and why the effectiveness of targeting is an important
economic question. As part of this, we frame the effects of sanctions as creating an incentive
(‘carrot’) for policy changes in a sanctions-receiving country, distinguishing between targeted
and non-targeted sub-groups within the receiver. We then introduce ‘blunt instruments’ in
the realized incidence of sanctions and show that the cost of sanctions tends to increase
under this scenario, due to the wider distribution of impacts across these sub-groups.
We then consider the implications of time-varying progress in negotiations towards sanctions relief, in order to motivate our empirical strategy and aid in the interpretation of our
results. In particular, the spread of impacts suggested by the model lets us tie our sanctions
bluntness parameter β to the results of a difference-in-difference model that compares the
asset values of targeted and non-targeted groups within the receiver over time.

2.1

Setup

We consider a scenario in which sanctions are imposed in order to induce changes in a
particular policy in the sanctioned country, since this is the usual publicly stated goal of
multilateral sanctions on Iran. Consider two countries, a sender S of sanctions and a receiver
R. Within R, a group p (the ‘political elite’) has control over a policy that, if in place,
benefits p but imposes a cost on S. In response, S imposes economic sanctions on R,
offering to lift these sanctions if R ends the policy. While sanctions may also be costly to the
sender S (because of lost trade, transactions costs, or political considerations), we assume
for simplicity that these costs are lower than the cost to S of the offending policy in place
in receiver R.
5

Once sanctions are imposed, they work as a carrot rather than a stick: as long as the
group p within R benefits from sanctions relief, the removal of sanctions is effectively a
reward for ending the policy that harms S.2 Say that the cost of sanctions in R is y, and
that this cost is spread additively across group p and the group o, constituting the rest of
the population of R, so that yp + yo = y. Also assume that group p has a welfare function
consisting of three additive terms: bp , the benefit to p from the policy being in place; Yp , the
income of group p, and Y R = Yp + Yo , the aggregate income of R. The relevance of Yo to the
welfare of p might be due to altruism or ‘good governance’ by group p, or on the need for
support from the population as a whole in order to sustain the political regime. If p places
a weight α − 1 on Yp , where α may differ from 1, then welfare of p is equal to bp + αYp + Yo .
To understand the potential attractiveness of targeting to S, assume that the cost of
sanctions to S rises in y, so that increasing the cost of sanctions in the receiving country
also increases the cost to the sender.3 Then consider the scenario in which S has complete
control over their incidence across o and p. In this case, S solves the problem:
min yp + yo
yp ,yo

subject to αyp + yo ≥ bp ,

yp ≥ 0,

yo ≥ 0

As long as α > 1, the solution to this problem is to set yp = α1 bp , yo = 0. In other words,
as long as each additional unit of income lost by p has a greater effect on the welfare of p
than a unit of income lost by others in R, the minimum-cost sanctions policy is to target
sanctions so that they affect the income of p exclusively.4

2.2

‘Blunt instruments’

Now imagine that S cannot control the incidence of sanctions within R, perhaps because of
the bluntness of the available sanctions instruments, or the asymmetric capacity for sanctions
avoidance across groups within R. In particular, say that an attempt at a ‘fully targeted’
regime of cost y actually leads to incidence yp = βy, yo = (1 − β)y for some β ∈ [0, 1] that is
exogenous to S. The β parameter can therefore be seen as the share of income costs borne
by the political elite group p within the receiver country. In simple terms, β = 0 corresponds
to the elite group p escaping all the income costs of sanctions, while β = 1 implies that the
full income costs fall on the political elite only.
In this ‘bluntness’ case, the chosen sanctions regime will be weakly costlier than in the
scenario where S can control sanctions incidence. In particular, the solution for S is now
1
bp , which is a weakly greater total cost than under the targeted regime,
to set y = αβ+(1−β)
2

Note that because of the empirical context we study (in which sanctions are in place and the sender
and receiver are already negotiating sanctions relief), we abstract from the stage in which sanctions are
threatened but not yet imposed; see Eaton and Engers (1992) for a model that incorporates this stage.
3
A sanctions regime of higher intensity might, for example, lead to greater foregone gains from trade or
increased transactions costs for the sender.
4
Note that in this static framework, we implicitly assume that the costs imposed by the sanctions to
the receiver at the point of introduction are symmetric with the benefits of removing the sanctions. This
necessarily abstracts from more complex scenarios where the incidence of costs that arises when sanctions
first hit is different from the incidence of benefits when sanctions are lifted.
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where y = α1 bp . In this model, both S and R (in aggregate) therefore benefit from the ability
of S to target sanctions. The effectiveness of targeting – here quantified as the magnitude
of β – is thus an interesting economic question.
The above framework may be extended to accommodate other possible scenarios, without
substantially changing its main implications. For example, it might be the case that there
are two groups within the receiver with potential influence over the policy, and depending
on its incidence across these two groups, sanctions can change the balance of power between
them, as in Kaempfer and Lowenberg (1988). If the relative strength of the group with a
stronger preference for the policy is eroded by the relative magnitude of its economic losses
from sanctions, then it will again be optimal for the sender to target that group, and the
magnitude of β (where β now determines the relative incidence of sanctions across these
two policymaking groups) will again be of economic interest. A similar argument applies if
the goal of sanctions is to change the regime in power rather than to affect an individual
policy: the sender will wish the sanctions to cause greater economic harm to groups in the
government relative to the opposition, as long as economic power is a source of political
power within R.

2.3

Negotiations for sanctions removal

Once a given sanctions regime is imposed, the above static framework requires that a costbenefit analysis by group p should lead to an immediate decision to remove or continue
the policy. In practice, however, a sender and receiver of sanctions can engage in a period
of negotiations over the actual concessions to be made by the receiver, and the sender
might escalate or ease the sanctions regime during this period. Based on the progress of
negotiations, the expected discounted costs of sanctions and benefits from the offending
policy may therefore evolve over time, due to changes to the current situation as well as
expected future events.5 For example, if S and R take a step towards a deal to exchange
policy reform for sanctions relief, this will lead to a decrease in the expected (discounted)
future costs of sanctions to both p and o and the expected future benefit of the policy to p.
Therefore, if we are interested in learning about β using information from progress in
political negotiations, we need an empirical strategy that isolates the effects of these negotiations on the costs of sanctions to the targeted political elite p and to the non-elite o. We
use stock returns data to examine the evolution of the asset values of groups corresponding
to p and o during negotiations between Iran and its sanctioners.
If the values of assets of p comove positively with news of progress in negotiations, and
these asset values are unrelated to any benefits from the policy itself, then we interpret this
comovement as evidence that β 6= 0. Practically, this implies that the group p benefits
from expected sanctions relief such that it has not escaped bearing an income cost from the
sanctions. If the values of assets of the non-elite group o move together with these shocks,
we similarly consider this to be evidence that β 6= 1; that is, the elite group do not bear
5
Note here that we do not consider the more complex situation in which the bluntness parameter β itself
evolves over time.
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the full costs and there is some sharing of costs between p and o. Finally, we derive further
information about β by comparing the relative magnitudes of these changes in the values of
the two groups’ assets. As we outline in Section 5, this maps into our empirical difference-indifference model such that we are able to provide a broad empirical assessment of the success
of the realized sanctions policy in terms of the posited targeting bluntness parameter β.

3

Background

3.1

Sanctions on Iran and political negotiations

While the United States has maintained economic sanctions on Iran since soon after its
1979 revolution,6 robust multilateral sanctions prompted by Iran’s nuclear program were
imposed only from the mid-2000s. The United Nations Security Council first passed a
resolution threatening Iran with sanctions in July 2006, in reference to International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) reports stating that the IAEA was unable to determine whether
Iran’s nuclear program had no military dimension. The resolution called for Iran to suspend
enrichment and reprocessing activities associated with its nuclear program. Sanctions were
then imposed in December 2006 and tightened in two subsequent resolutions in 2007-08, with
these resolutions specifying that the sanctions would be removed once Iran met requirements
set by the IAEA and the Security Council itself.
The sanctions put in place during this period by the US, EU and other actors constituted both ‘smart sanctions’ and more comprehensive measures. For instance, the Security
Council resolutions asked states to freeze the assets of specific firms, individuals and other
organizations directly involved in Iran’s nuclear program, and also to “exercise vigilance”
over the foreign activities of Iranian financial institutions. Sanctions were publicly portrayed
as targeting the economic interests of actors with political influence inside Iran.7 However,
some observers argued that sanctions were ineffective, or even strengthened defenders of the
nuclear program within Iran: for example, the Wall Street Journal suggested in 2006 that
US pressure on Iranian banks “ended up boosting the very hard-line forces there that the
US wants to curb.”8
Several rounds of international negotiations were held alongside this gradual tightening
of sanctions in the wake of the initial 2006 Security Council resolution. The talks with Iran
were led by the ‘P5+1’ group of countries: the five permanent members of the UN Security
6

US sanctions on Iran have included a variety of measures relating not only to weapons proliferation, but
also to terrorism and human rights.
7
For example, after the US cut off access to the American financial system for a major Iranian bank, the
US Treasury’s Undersecretary for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence argued that “[w]hile those who are
currently benefitting from Iranian integration into the global economy are the ones who will feel this isolation
the most, they are also in the best position to persuade the regime that its current track will undermine the
future of the Iranian people.” (Wall Street Journal 2006)
8
The article suggests that financial sanctions negatively affected firms unconnected to the regime, creating opportunities for hard-liners to purchase such companies; this could be interpreted as an especially
problematic case of the ‘blunt instruments’ issue we have outlined.
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Council (China, France, Russia, the UK and the US) as well as Germany. This process failed
to reach agreement on sanctions relief in exchange for policy change in Iran.
From 2010 through early 2012, the sanctions regime was greatly intensified, both due
to a new UN Security Council resolution in mid-2010 and through various additional measures taken by individual actors including the US and EU. These new sanctions imposed
severe limitations on Iran’s international financial access; for example, the Belgium-based
organization in charge of international banking transactions (SWIFT) removed a number of
Iranian banks from its system in early 2012, after pressure from the EU. At the same time,
new restrictions were placed on imports of various goods from Iran, including oil, by the
EU and others. Meanwhile, the pace of diplomatic negotiations slowed; the only round of
high-level multilateral talks during this period, in late 2010 and early 2011, did not produce
a breakthrough.
After a hiatus of more than a year, the P5+1 negotiations on Iran’s nuclear program
resumed with a meeting in Istanbul in April 2012, and were characterized as successful by
both sides (BBC 2012). After a series of meetings over the following months, the first major
diplomatic breakthrough occurred in Geneva in November 2013, when the parties agreed to
a framework agreement. This deal was followed by lengthy negotiations on a final agreement
to lift sanctions in exchange for concessions related to Iran’s nuclear program. The interim
agreement reached at Geneva, which was originally due to expire in July 2014, was extended
twice, with an eventual final deadline of June 2015. The framework of a final agreement
was reached during high-level negotiations in Lausanne in April 2015, and the details of this
deal were eventually concluded on July 14, 2015. Finally, after the agreement was officially
approved by all parties and the IAEA reported that Iran had met its commitments under
the deal, multilateral sanctions were lifted in January 2016.

3.2

Targeted political entities

From an early stage in the development of the multilateral sanctions on Iran, the sanctions
were focused heavily on entities (i.e. individuals, companies or units of government) that
were perceived to either provide direct infrastructural support to the nuclear programme or
have a major political influence over the direction of Iran’s nuclear strategy. Specifically, the
key entities with special political influence over the programme were identified as the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and the Supreme Leader, who controls a conglomerate
of companies known under the name of EIKO (the Execution of Imam Khomeini’s Order) or
‘Setad’. We discuss the nature of each of these actors’ influence over the nuclear programme
and the structure of their economic interests in turn.
3.2.1

Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC)

The IRGC is a branch of the Iranian military with the explicit political role of guarding the
post-1979 Islamic revolution and promoting it outside Iran. The IRGC therefore officially
functions as a branch of Iran’s armed forces alongside its regular military, but is also known
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to be influential in politics, and former IRGC members such as Mahmoud Ahmedinejad
(president of Iran between 2005 and 2013) frequently serve in prominent political roles.
One channel of the IRGC’s influence over the nuclear programme is its role in the technical
administration of weapons development. It runs Iran’s main domestic weapons supplier, the
Defense Industry Organization, and was in direct control of many of the scientific units and
physical assets that underpinned the nuclear programme. A prominent example of this is
the military site of Parchin, which was thought to house key nuclear weapons infrastructure,
but was barred from full IAEA inspection from 2005 onwards. The fact that the military
held direct decision-making power over the right to inspection for sites such as Parchin was
acknowledged by the head of Iran’s atomic energy organization, Fereydoun Abbasi-Davani,
in 2012 (Reuters 2012).9
A further important example of an IRGC-controlled nuclear asset was the Fordow fuel
enrichment plant, constructed as an underground tunnel system on the grounds of an IRGC
military base. This facility became a focus of nuclear diplomacy after its disclosure in
September 2009, with a significant wave of sanctions covering 15 IRGC-controlled firms
following in June 2010 as part of UN Security Council Resolution 1929. The conversion of
Fordow into a ‘technology center’ stripped of many nuclear functions was an notable part of
the final multilateral agreement to lift sanctions (Katzman and Kerr 2017).
The income base of the IRGC provided many natural targets for sanctions. The IRGC
has an extensive economic presence across sectors in Iran, derived both from its participation
in military industries and its financial wing providing services for current personnel and veterans. Sanctions were explicitly motivated as affecting these interests, with the US Treasury
citing the economic roles of key IRGC-controlled companies in its sanctions designations.
3.2.2

Supreme Leader and Setad

In June 2013, the United States Treasury announced sanctions on “a major network of front
companies controlled by Iran’s leadership” (US Treasury 2013). The Treasury identified 37
firms in a network associated with the organization EIKO (the Execution of Imam Khomeini’s
Order), also known as Setad, which it claimed were “generating billions of dollars in profits
for the Iranian regime each year”. While the US Treasury did not provide further details on
Setad’s political ties, a Reuters investigative report on Setad later in 2013 identified it as a
conglomerate controlled by Iran’s head of state, Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei, and noted
that Setad’s revenues allowed for Khamenei’s financial independence from Iran’s parliament
and national budget process (Reuters 2013).
Reports in 2015 revealed that the targeting of the Supreme Leader’s economic base in
Setad was an explicit political strategy on the part of sanctioners. Officials quoted by
9

Hassan Rouhani also wrote of the contentious and lengthy internal debate about inspections in his
detailed 2011 memoir of Iranian nuclear negotiations. See Kerr (2017) for notes on Rouhani’s 1,200-page
Persian-language memoir “National Security and Nuclear Diplomacy”. Rouhani wrote that “inspections of
military centers such as Parchin [were] debated for many months inside the country.... There was serious
opposition to the Agency’s request to inspect Parchin; the nation’s domestic political climate was vigorously
opposed to inspectors inspecting Parchin and military centers in general.”
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Reuters (2015) indicated that the organization was targeted because the US “saw it as close
to Khamenei and believed that the sanctions might induce him back to serious nuclear
negotiations”. Another official also noted that at the time of Setad’s designation, nuclear
talks were deadlocked and action was needed: “The reason why we dropped the hammer on
them when we did is because we were attempting to put pressure on the Supreme Leader (to
agree to a deal)”. (Reuters 2015) These reports also suggested that the lifting of sanctions
against Setad yielded tangible economic benefits for the conglomerate, such as the facilitation
of international business deals.

4
4.1

Data
Stock returns data

We collect information on stock returns of listed Iranian firms by web scraping daily data
from the web site of the Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE). As background, it should be noted
that while the TSE is not as deep and sophisticated as many North American and Western
European stock exchanges, it provides a suitable setting for conducting an event study.
According to the World Bank’s Global Financial Development database (see C̆ihák et al.
2012), the TSE puts Iran in the second quartile of financial access (share of companies
outside the top 10 in market capitalization), the third quartile of financial depth (market
capitalization as a share of GDP) and the second quartile of financial efficiency (shares traded
as a proportion of total market capitalization), relative to other countries.10 The TSE trades
for three hours per day (9:00 to noon), five days per week (Saturday through Wednesday).
Our full sample period covers the revived multilateral negotiations leading up to the
final deal. The sample therefore begins with the first day of negotiations in Istanbul (which
happened to fall on the first day of the TSE’s trading week) on Saturday, April 14, 2012,
and ends on Wednesday, July 15, 2015 (the last day of the TSE’s trading week), the day
after a final agreement was reached in Vienna. In brief, we choose this window because April
2012 represents the beginning of an uninterrupted phase of negotiations (that is, a period
when there was no breakdown or hiatus in talks) and because the majority of sanctions were
in place by early 2012. This latter point facilitates an event study research design centred
on the effects of comprehensively lifting sanctions. We expand on these points further in
Section 5.2.
As of the beginning of our sample period, there were 325 firms listed on the TSE. As
discussed in the next subsection, our sample is made up of two firm portfolios, which together
include 137 of these 325 firms. Daily returns for each firm are calculated by subtracting a
stock’s closing price for the previous day from its closing price for the current day and
dividing by the closing price for the previous day. We multiply daily returns by 100 so that
10

The TSE ranks very similarly to Egypt by these measures, based on data from the Egyptian Exchange.
Studies of market efficiency (Jahan-Parvar and Mohammadi 2013) indicate that the TSE is CAPM-efficient
at the monthly level and displays patterns of international integration comparable to Middle Eastern markets
that are considered to be open, such as Bahrain, Israel and Turkey.
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they are expressed as percentages. We also exclude the top and bottom 1% of all observed
returns from our sample, so that our results are not driven by outliers due to measurement
error or very large positive or negative returns.
To classify firms into industries, we use a concordance of firms to sectors in an Englishlanguage guide to investment in Iran published by the TSE itself (TSE 2011), supplemented
in several cases by hand-coding for sample firms missing from this list. We then concord the
sectors defined by the TSE guide to 2-digit NACE codes, amalgamating some of these codes
into more broadly defined industries so that there are no sectors in which only one of the
two portfolios is represented. The resulting 15 industries are listed in Table 1.

4.2
4.2.1

Ownership data
Target portfolio

In line with the discussion in Section 2.3, our goal is to assemble a portfolio of firms listed
on the TSE that were assets of the IRGC and/or Setad during the sample period, in order
to gather evidence on whether the political actors behind these conglomerates gained from
sanctions relief. We also wish to exclude firms with business directly related to Iran’s nuclear
program. This is so that we do not confound the expected effects of sanctions relief with
the expected impact of changes in Iran’s nuclear policy itself, again as discussed in Section
2.3. To identify a suitable portfolio of target firms, we rely on two main sources of data:
information in sanctions-related documents from the US, EU and UN, and information on
shareholders of firms listed on the TSE, translated from the Persian-language TSE web site.
We first exploit the fact that when ‘smart sanctions’ (such as an asset freeze) are applied
to a particular firm, the reasons for doing so are normally documented by the sanctioner.
We therefore survey all US Treasury press releases announcing that US sanctions of this
type have been extended to one or more additional companies. These sanctions are often
directly motivated by the fact that the firms concerned are either part-owned or fully owned
by IRGC or Setad. When this is the case for a given firm, this is noted in the US Treasury
press releases.
Because both of these organizations control large conglomerates of companies, their ownership structure is complex; see Figure 1 for a diagram, published by the US Treasury,
depicting several layers of firms controlled by Setad. Each of these conglomerates is comprised of a mixture of stock-market listed and private, unlisted companies. Thus, although
information from the US Treasury allows us to identify 69 firms and other entities partly or
fully owned by the IRGC and/or Setad, only six of these are listed on the TSE as of the
beginning of the sample. However, using TSE data on the shareholders of each listed firm,11
we identify 47 additional firms for which at least one of the 69 firms identified by the US
11

Shareholder data is from April 14, 2012, the first day of our sample period. Changes in ownership
over time might mean that later in the sample period, the returns of this portfolio may not fully reflect
actual gains and losses for current IRGC and Setad assets. However, our results are robust to instead using
shareholder data from the final trading day in the week before the Geneva deal (November 20, 2013), which
falls in the middle of the full sample period.
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Treasury is a shareholder.
Documents identifying firms subject to ‘smart sanctions’ are again of use in identifying
firms directly associated with the Iranian nuclear program. Specifically, we drop firms from
the target portfolio if a document from the US, EU or UN notes that the firm conducts
business directly relating to Iran’s nuclear program, such as involvement in reactor construction. This excludes three firms from the 53 identified above, leaving a portfolio of 50 firms
in which the IRGC and/or Setad have ownership stakes.
4.2.2

Non-target portfolio

We next construct a portfolio composed of the listed firms that we can most confidently
assume are not assets of either the IRGC or Setad. Our starting point is the 272 listed firms
that were not identified by the procedure documented in the previous subsection. However,
while this excludes the 53 firms with the most direct ownership connection to the IRGC or
Setad, there are two additional groups of firms with more tenuous or less certain connections
to these two conglomerates, and we drop each of these from the non-target portfolio.
First, we again take our list of 47 firms identified as IRGC or Setad assets by the TSE
shareholder data, and search for additional firms on the TSE that have one or more of these
47 firms as shareholders. In other words, we identify a set of firms that are two layers of
ownership removed from the firms identified by the US Treasury. We then continue this
process, identifying additional ownership layers using the TSE data, until we have identified
all listed firms that are two or more ownership layers below the firms in the US Treasury
data. We exclude these 147 firms from the non-target portfolio.
Second, if a firm in our sample has been identified as an IRGC or Setad asset by unofficial
sources – a 2013 Reuters investigative report on Setad (Reuters 2013) or a 2010 American
Enterprise Institute report on IRGC’s involvement in the Iranian economy (Alfoneh 2010) –
but is not already in our target portfolio, then we drop it from the non-target portfolio. We
also browse the web sites of two large investment companies in our target group (Bahman
Group and Ghadir Investment) and drop listed firms that are subsidiaries of either of these
companies but do not appear in the target portfolio. We then again use the TSE shareholder
data to construct layers of ownership below the firms identified by these additional sources,
and remove all firms within this ownership structure from our non-target portfolio. This
procedure eliminates another 31 firms, leaving 94 non-target firms. Finally, we again drop
firms directly associated with the Iranian nuclear program, according to documents from the
US, EU and UN, which excludes seven additional firms. The final non-target portfolio is
made up of 87 firms.
Table 1 shows summary statistics for firms in the target and non-target portfolios. According to data from the TSE, these two groups of firms make up a similar share of total
TSE market capitalization: between one fifth and one quarter in each case.12 The first two
moments of the daily return variable by firm-day are also very similar across the two portfolios. Accounting data from Orbis for 2012, which is available for only a subset of firms,
12

Reliable archival data on TSE market capitalization by firm is unavailable, so we instead collected current
market capitalization data by hand in March 2014.
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suggests that there are no statistically significant differences between the mean turnover,
assets and labour force of the firms in each portfolio. The industrial composition of the two
groups is somewhat different: for instance, a larger proportion of target firms operate in
the financial sector. We account for these differences in sectoral composition in some of our
empirical specifications below.

4.3
4.3.1

Event data
GDELT overview

We use measures derived from the Global Data on Events, Location and Tone (GDELT)
database as proxies for day-to-day progress in political negotiations during the sample period.
The GDELT initiative uses machine-learning and natural language processing (NLP) tools
to create a high-frequency open-source database of political events based on reports in the
world’s news media. The GDELT Project extracts information from the text of news articles
covering more than 37,000 online news sources in 100 different languages, automatically
updated every 15 minutes. The key innovation of GDELT is that it stores this information as
consistently coded event data, where the events are automatically defined by NLP algorithms.
The scale of the global media coverage achieved by the GDELT Project yields a database of
over a quarter-billion distinct political events that have occurred since 1979.
Articles collected by GDELT are first machine-translated into English, after which NLP
algorithms extract information about events, actors, locations and tone and classify them
according to the Conflict and Mediation Event Observations (CAMEO) taxonomy.13 The
codified metadata is then stored in the GDELT Project archives and released as an open,
‘near real-time’ data stream.
GDELT defines an event as an action undertaken by an actor upon another actor. Actors can be national, subnational (e.g. rebel groups) or transnational (e.g. United Nations).
Actions are classified into CAMEO’s hierarchical event typology at the two-digit, three-digit
and four-digit levels, covering all political acts of verbal and material mediation and conflict.
A list of political event classes defined at the two-digit level is provided in Appendix Table
A1.
4.3.2

Examples of GDELT automatic event coding

In order to give more insight into the machine-learning classification algorithm employed by
GDELT, consider the following examples from the CAMEO manual (Schrodt 2012):
13

GDELT uses the Textual Analysis by Augmented Replacement (TABARI) software for extracting events
from news articles. More specifically, TABARI parses every sentence of news articles into a subject, verb
phrase and a direct object. Both subject and object are than checked against all actor codes stored in the
CAMEO taxonomy and stored into a string of actor codes if a match occurs. Similarly, the verb phrase is
checked against a dictionary of verb phrases and stored as a CAMEO event code if a match occurs. Locations
of the actors are defined by GDELT as the geographical location mentioned in the article that is fewest words
away from the actor.
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Example 1: “The Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said here Saturday that he urges Iran and the EU trio (France, Germany, and Britain) to reach
an agreement in their talks on Iran’s nuclear program.”
Based on the verb phrases identified in the sentence (in italics), GDELT will determine
that this event is an appeal by a certain actor to settle a dispute between two other actors,
and hence will classify it under the three-digit ‘Appeal to others to settle dispute’ category.
The subject actor is identified as the one who initiates the action (in bold), in this case
Sergei Lavrov of Russia. The object actor is identified as the one who receives the action
(underlined) and in this case is five different entities (Iran, the EU, France, Germany and
Britain). Given the presence of five different object actors, GDELT will enter five separate
events into its database with five unique event identifiers.14
Example 2: “The IAEA has dispatched inspectors to Esfahan Uranium Conversion Facilities (UCF) in central Iran to monitor resumption of peaceful nuclear
work at the plant.”
Based on the verb phrase “dispatched inspectors” (in italics), GDELT will determine that
two distinct events took place. Firstly, there is an actor (underlined) who sends inspectors
to another actor (in bold), which will be classified under three-digit CAMEO code 090
‘Investigate, not specified below’. Secondly, there is an actor (in bold) who receives inspectors
from another actor (underlined), which will be classified under four-digit CAMEO code 0862
“Receive inspectors”.
Any event recorded with exactly the same date, subject actor code, object actor code
and event code is treated as a single event and given the same unique event identifier in
the GDELT database. Hence, GDELT treats events as meta-objects across time and news
articles. In other words, a certain event can be reported on in multiple articles and over
multiple days, but this information is linked by GDELT to the original event at the time it
occurred. To keep track of how much coverage a certain event receives, GDELT reports a
count measure of all source articles mentioning the event.
4.3.3

Aggregating GDELT events

For our analysis, we generate a time-series measure capturing the diplomatic negotiations
between Iran and the P5+1, by extracting all political events stored in GDELT for which
one of the actors is Iran and the other actor is one of the P5+1 countries.15 For our baseline
measure, we only include events in two-digit CAMEO categories into which diplomatic negotiation events are most likely to have been classified: “03 - Express intent to cooperate”; “04
14

Note that this coding rule probably increase the importance of multilateral diplomatic negotiations
in our news coverage measure relative to bilateral events involving Iran and one other actor. Since these
bilateral events seem less likely to be directly related to sanctions negotiations, this may actually decrease
measurement error in our coverage variable.
15
We use GDELT data current as of September 2016.
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- Consult” and “05 - Engage in diplomatic negotiations”.16 Because our goal is to measure
investors’ reactions to these events on the TSE, we assign all events occurring over the TSE’s
weekend (Thursday and Friday) or during holidays to the following trading day.
We measure events on an intensive margin, using GDELT’s count measure of source
articles that mention a certain event, which can be interpreted as proxy for the event’s
importance. We sum the total number of article mentions of all events classified to a certain
day in our three two-digit CAMEO categories, and standardize this measure across all of the
days in our sample. Before standardizing, we drop all events in February to August 2013,
during which time there was a steep drop in the number of articles collected by GDELT,
due to technical issues associated with a transition between article collection systems.
Figure 2 displays the variation in this measure over the course of the sample period.
The figure suggests that there are many spikes in this variable; our measure thus appears to
identify a number of days over the course of the sample period with particularly important
events involving Iran and P5+1 countries. An examination of the top fifteen days by this
measure (Appendix Table A2) suggest that these events are indeed relevant to negotiations
about removal of Iran sanctions. Several of these events are labelled in Figure 2.

4.4

Other data

In order to test for possible war-related explanations for our results, we rely on two additional
data sources. First, we extract price data for betting contracts from Intrade, a large online
betting market, in order to construct a measure of the probability of military conflict between
Iran and Israel or the United States.17 The betting contract we use for this exercise is
specified as “US and/or Israel execute an overt airstrike against Iran by December 31, 2012”.
The contract was to have paid $10 if an airstrike occurred before December 31, 2012, and
zero otherwise. During the trading period, the contract traded in the range of 0 to 100,
where 1 point equals $0.10. Hence, the price of the contract yields a market-based estimate
of the probability of an airstrike, which we use as a proxy for the odds of military conflict.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of this contract’s daily price during 2012.18
Second, we use the Datastream database to extract stock price data for a set of firms
for which profit expectations are likely to be sensitive to the odds of war in the Middle
East. In particular, we gather this information for all publicly traded firms in the Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) 2012 Arms Industry Database. The SIPRI
database identifies the hundred largest arms-producing and military services companies in
16

We judged the neighbouring categories “02 - Appeal” and “06 - Engage in material cooperation” to be
insufficiently related to diplomatic negotiations for inclusion in our baseline measure. However, as we show
in Table 5, our results are robust to including events in all CAMEO categories.
17
Intrade was an online futures exchange where predictions about events ranging from Oscar nominations
to presidential election outcomes were traded as futures contracts. Trading volumes on Intrade reached over
1 million annually in 2012. Intrade was established in 1999, but in the context of a conflict with the US
Commodity Futures Trading Commission, suspended the accounts of its US members in December 2012 and
ended trading in early 2013.
18
We do not display price data after December 22, 2012, since US trading on Intrade was suspended as of
December 23.
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2012, but since some of these firms are privately owned, we observe stock price data for 66
of the companies on this list as of the beginning of our sample period. We use daily stock
price information from Datastream to calculate daily returns for these firms over the course
of the period of study.

5
5.1

Empirical analysis
Case study: Geneva deal

To more clearly introduce our event study strategy and interpretation of our results, we
begin by studying the effects of a single major event: the interim agreement negotiated in
Geneva in November 2013. We examine this event both because the Geneva deal was perhaps
the largest breakthrough in Iran’s negotiations with the P5+1 countries, and because the
timeline of this agreement delivers some useful advantages for our analysis. The final round
of negotiations for the interim agreement began at 17:00 on Wednesday November 20, after
the TSE closed at noon on the same day. The TSE was then closed for two days as per
the usual structure of the Iranian working week. During this time, encouraging reports
emerged about the progress of talks, which continued in Geneva over both Thursday and
Friday.19 When the TSE re-opened at 9:00 on Saturday November 23, there was thus a
large amount of information on which the market could act. The final agreement was then
officially announced at 5:30 Tehran time on Sunday November 24, in advance of the TSE
opening again at 9:00 on the same day.
The positive information shocks before each of these two trading days provide us with
an opportunity to use this progress in political negotiations to study the impact of sanctions
relief. Specifically, we formulate a difference-in-difference model based on our definitions
of the target and non-target portfolios and the timing of news from Geneva. Our baseline
model is structured as follows:
Rijt = αi + φGenevat + θT argeti ∗ Genevat + uijt

(1)

where i indexes firms, j represents industries and the time index t is at the day level. Here,
R represents raw returns, T argeti is a indicator variable for firms identified as IRGC and/or
Setad assets, and Genevat is a dummy for the two days November 23 and 24, 2013. This
model can be interpreted as a variant of the constant mean return model in the event study
literature (MacKinlay 1997) because of the inclusion of firm fixed effects. This is because we
are effectively demeaning returns on a firm-specific basis, analogous to an abnormal return.
Our earlier conceptual framework implies the existence of three scenarios for the impact
of targeted sanctions. The first is a case in which the sender can fully control the incidence
of sanctions as felt by the receiver country; i.e. a situation in which the parameter β in our
model equals one. This results in a ‘minimum-cost sanctions policy’ through which sanctions
19

These included several Twitter updates from the Iranian foreign minister, with text including “Positive
atmosphere”, “Talking details”, “Room for optimism” and a notice that the parties had reached agreement
on the issue of nuclear enrichment (Nasim Online 2013).
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affect the income of the targeted group exclusively. In the second scenario, β = 0, so that
sanctions have no effect on the income of targeted political entities. In the third scenario, in
which β lies between zero and one, there is an impact of sanctions on both groups, with the
relative magnitude of this impact depending on the magnitude of β.
We argue that the good news about progress towards a sanctions deal in Geneva should
imply higher future income for firms that benefit from sanctions relief, because the expected
future duration of sanctions falls. If investors hold this belief, then the stock prices of
these firms should be bid up upon the arrival of this news. Meanwhile, firms unaffected by
sanctions removal should not see abnormal returns associated with this event. Therefore,
in the first scenario where β = 1, and only the targeted political elites bear the costs of
sanctions, we should observe that in the difference-in-difference model φ = 0, since firms
that are not owned by targeted political groups should not be affected by sanctions. In the
second scenario where β = 0, we should observe that φ + θ = 0, because assets of IRGC and
Setad should not change in value due to progress in negotiations.
The rejection of both of these hypotheses, however, would provide evidence in favour of
the third scenario, in which both the targeted ‘elite’ group as well as non-elite interests in
Iran benefit from sanctions relief. This would imply that the costs of sanctions were shared
as a result of the ‘blunt instruments’ problem. The value of θ, the additional effect of Geneva
on firms that are assets of targeted political actors, would then provide suggestive evidence
of the magnitude of the bluntness parameter β. Of course, there is an important caveat
to these interpretations: that we observe returns to Geneva only for listed firms. If other
assets of IRGC, Setad or the owners of non-target firms are affected by sanctions relief in
different ways from the stock price movements we observe here, then the net effect on these
actors might be of a different magnitude or even a different sign from the one we observe.
Alternatively, taking account of the impact of sanctions on Iranians who do not own stakes
in non-target firms might also substantially affect our conclusions.
With these limitations in mind, we present the results of estimating equation (1) for a
sample period that includes the two days November 23 and 24, 2013 and the sixty trading
days beforehand. We use a sixty-day pre-period for our baseline estimates because this is a
standard estimation window used in the event study literature.20 As shown in column (1)
of Table 2, we find that for non-target firms, the Geneva deal was associated with a return
that was 0.610 percentage points above the mean return for those firms, with an additional
effect of 1.294 percentage points for target firms. Both of these estimates are statistically
significant when standard errors are clustered by firm.21
In column (2) of Table 2, we check whether the effects we estimate are concentrated in
either of the two trading days in which the market was hit by positive news about negotiations
in Geneva. Column (2) displays the results of regressions in which dummies and interactions
for November 23 (‘day 1’) and November 24 (‘day 2’) are included separately. For both
20

Our results are robust to using other windows, including thirty-day or ninety-day periods.
Using the much stricter strategy of clustering by the 15 industries in our sample, and using the wild
bootstrap approach of Cameron, Gelbach and Miller (2008) due to the small number of clusters, produces
p-values of 0.072 for our estimated difference-in-difference coefficient and 0.196 for the coefficient on the
Geneva dummy.
21
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portfolios of firms, the estimated impact is similar across the two days: for non-target firms,
this is 0.521 on day 1 and 0.700 on day 2, while our difference-in-difference estimates are
1.442 for day 1 and 1.147 for day 2.
Because November 23 and 24 are at the beginning of the trading week, when stock returns
might differ systematically from other days, we rerun our baseline regression substituting
firm-day-of-week fixed effects for firm fixed effects, and find very similar results (see column
(3)). Another potential issue with our baseline specification is that firms in the target and
non-target groups are somewhat unevenly distributed across industries, as shown in Table
1. Along with the promise of potential changes in the future evolution of sanctions, the
Geneva deal also suspended some industry-specific sanctions (on crude oil, petrochemicals,
precious metals, the automotive industry and precious metals). Our results might thus be
capturing an asymmetric industry-level effect of the Geneva deal itself rather than an effect
of the multilateral sanctions regime as a whole. However, in Table 2 column (4), we add
industry-Geneva interactions to our baseline specification in order to control for industryspecific effects of Geneva, and find that our estimate of the differential effect of Geneva on
firms in the target portfolio is almost unchanged.
Based on our discussion above, these results suggest that both target and non-target
firms benefit from sanctions relief, but that the impact on target firms is significantly larger.
The estimated average effect of each day of the Geneva event on non-target firms is approximately 30% of the size of the standard deviation of returns across all firms and days in the
sample. However, the estimated abnormal returns for target firms are approximately 65%
of a standard deviation higher than this. This is evidence in favour of the possibility that
targeting of sanctions was neither a complete success nor a complete failure, but that firms
owned by targeted political entities were more affected by sanctions than other listed firms.
The statistical significance of this difference between the returns of target and non-target
firms suggests that such a difference in returns between these groups is an unusual occurrence.
However, one common concern in stock market event studies is the fact that daily returns
do not tend to be normally distributed. Although we have dropped large outliers, we might
nonetheless question whether our p-values overestimate the probability that we would observe
such a large difference even if θ = 0. To address this issue, we estimate a series of regressions,
each with a dummy for a different two-day period, an interaction of this two-day dummy with
our target variable, and firm fixed effects. The two-day dummies cover our entire sample
period, from April 14-15, 2012 to July 14-15, 2015. We then plot the distribution of the
estimated coefficients on the interaction term of each of these 388 regressions in Figure 4,
highlighting the ‘true’ Geneva result in red. It is apparent from this figure that our estimate
of the differential effect of the Geneva deal on target firms is in the far right tail of this
empirical distribution. In other words, over the time period leading up to Geneva, it was
highly unusual for the two-day returns of target and non-target firms, conditional on firm
fixed effects, to differ from one another to the extent we observe in Table 2.
Finally, we take a closer look at day-by-day differences between the returns of target
and non-target firms in the period around the Geneva deal. To do this, we return to the
sample period from our baseline regression, but add the eight trading days after the end of
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our Geneva dummy, so that we may also observe information on the full two weeks after
the Geneva shock. We then estimate a series of regressions as described in the previous
paragraph, this time instead using one-day dummies for each day in the six TSE trading
weeks from Saturday, October 26 to Wednesday, December 4, 2013. We plot the estimated
coefficients on the target * one-day dummy interactions, along with their 95% confidence
intervals, in Figure 5.
Throughout the two-week period starting November 23 (to the right of the vertical line in
5), the difference-in-difference coefficient for each day is either positive (though not always
statistically significant) or very close to zero. This implies that the differential effect of
Geneva on target firms was not eliminated by movement in the other direction soon after the
deal was reached. At the same time, there is a noticeable dip in the coefficients in the weeks
preceding the deal, including three days with statistically significant negative estimates.
This might have been due to a temporary surge of pessimism about the potential future
incidence of sanctions during the pre-deal negotiations period. However, it is also possible
that our positive difference-in-difference estimate of the impact of Geneva is instead driven
by mean reversion for target firms after an unrelated negative shock. This uncertainty about
interpretation is a limitation of our analysis of a single event. Our next empirical strategy
is therefore to use a continuous measure of information shocks, defined over a much longer
time period, as outlined in the next section.

5.2
5.2.1

GDELT news coverage analysis
Basic news coverage model

For our main empirical exercise, we extend our sample period to the full range of dates
discussed in Section 4.1: April 14, 2012 to July 15, 2015.22 Our period of study begins
with the April 2012 Istanbul meeting between Iran and the P5+1 for two main reasons.
First, this was the beginning of a diplomatic process with no long-term breakdowns, unlike
the several-month gap in talks that preceded Istanbul. Because relevant events occurred
throughout the sample, we have sufficient power to identify our parameters of interest using
comparisons within shorter subperiods (quarters). Second, significant changes were made to
the multilateral sanctions regime over the several months before April 2012. As discussed
in our introduction, an identification strategy based on progress towards comprehensive
sanctions relief rather than the imposition or removal of particular instruments allows us
to relate our estimated effects to the sanctions regime as a whole rather than any single
sanctions instrument. We end our sample period on July 15, 2015, the day after the final
agreement was reached in Vienna.
To capture progress in diplomatic negotiations over the course of this period, we use
a daily event measure sourced from the GDELT event dataset. Our baseline measure of
progress is a standardized variable based on the number of news articles about relevant
events, as described in Section 4.3. We amend the model of equation (1) by replacing our
22

As discussed in Section 4.3, we exclude February to August 2013 because of a technical issue with
GDELT article collection during this period.
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Geneva dummy with this continuous news coverage variable as follows:
Rijt = αi + φCoveraget + θT argeti ∗ Coveraget + uijt

(2)

where again, i represents firms, j indexes industries and t indexes days, and the return and
target variables are as above.
Column (1) of Table 3 displays the results of estimating this specification. The estimates
imply that an increase in our news coverage measure by one standard deviation is associated
with a return that was 0.068 percentage points above the mean return for non-target firms,
and an additional 0.066 percentage points above the mean for target firms. Both of these
estimates are statistically significant at the 1% level.23
It is possible that our news coverage measure rises over the course of the sample for
reasons other than progress in negotiations (such as better measurement in the GDELT
data), which could bias our estimates upward if average stock returns also rise. Therefore,
in column (2) we use within-quarter variation (i.e. a comparison of abnormal returns as
measured within a particular quarter and year, such as January to March 2014) to arrive at
our estimates. To do this, we substitute firm-quarter fixed effects for the firm fixed effects
in equation (2).24 This has little effect on the estimated coefficients and standard errors.
In column (3), we further refine our fixed effects to the firm-quarter-day-of-week level, so
that we are, for example, making comparisons between the returns of each firm on Saturdays
in the fourth quarter of 2012 with higher and lower values of our coverage variable. This is
our preferred specification, and we continue to use firm-quarter-day-of-week fixed effects in
all subsequent specifications. However, our estimates change little from those of column (2).
Moreover, in all of our specifications so far, both estimated coefficients of interest are positive
and statistically significant. As with our Geneva results, this lends support to the hypothesis
that targeting of sanctions on Iran was not entirely successful, but that sanctions’ impact
on firms owned by targeted actors was larger than their effect on other listed companies.
Finally, in column (4) of Table 3, we add interactions of our coverage measure with
industry dummies to the model of column (3). As in column (4) of Table 2, this provides us
with an indication of whether the additional effect on target firms is driven by the different
industrial composition of the firms in the target and non-target portfolios. We again find
that our estimate is not substantially affected by this change to the specification.
While these regressions expand our identification strategy beyond the November 2013
Geneva agreement, they nonetheless still include this event. To check that our conclusions
do not depend on the Geneva deal, we rerun the regression of column (3) of Table 3 for
a sample period that excludes the entire sample frame of the previous subsection (the two
Geneva event days and the sixty previous trading days). The results, displayed in column
(1) of Table 4, are highly reassuring: our estimated coefficients are only slightly smaller in
magnitude and they both remain statistically significant. Columns (2) and (3) decompose
23

Clustering at the industry level using the wild bootstrap approach of Cameron, Gelbach and Miller
(2008) yields p-values of 0.000 for our estimate of φ and 0.006 for our estimate of θ.
24
Our sample ends on July 15, 2015 and thus includes only ten trading days from the third quarter of
2015. In our regressions, we include these ten days in the second quarter of 2015.
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these coefficients into separate estimates for the periods before and after the Geneva sample
period. The resulting point estimates are similar across the two periods, though our standard
errors are much higher for the pre-Geneva regression (which covers a shorter period with less
variation in news coverage, as is visible in Figure 2).
Finally, we reproduce the Geneva case study using the GDELT data, by running specification (2) with the sample frame we used in the previous subsection. In other words, we
now include only the sample days we omitted in column (1) of Table 4.25 The estimated
effects for this period are particularly large: a one standard deviation rise in news coverage
is associated with a return exceeding the mean by 0.143 percentage points for non-target
firms, plus an additional 0.159 points above the mean for firms in the target portfolio.
5.2.2

Robustness

In Table 5, we assess the robustness of our estimates to variations in our definitions of the
two key variables Coveraget and T argeti . Again, all of these results should be compared
to column (3) of Table 3. In column (1) of Table 5, we use a news coverage measure that
encompasses all events relating to Iran and at least one P5+1 member, instead of focusing
only on events in the two-digit categories ‘Express intent to cooperate’, ‘Consult’ and ‘Engage
in diplomatic cooperation’. In column (2), we return to our original measure, but drop events
relating to P5+1 members other than the United States, which is often perceived as the main
P5+1 actor in talks with Iran. Neither change has a substantial effect on our results.
Next, rather than using a continuous measure to proxy for diplomatic progress, we return
to an event study model in which ‘event days’ are assigned a value of one and all other days
receive a value of zero. Specifically, we define only the top 10% of observations as events,
which corresponds approximately to a dummy for days with a number of relevant news
articles at least one standard deviation above the mean. The estimates reported in column
(3) show that returns of non-target firms are 0.067 percentage points higher on these event
days, and those of target firms are an additional 0.158 percentage points larger.
Columns (4) and (5) of Table 5 address the potential concern that our results for the
difference-in-difference coefficient θ are sensitive to our definition of the target portfolio.
We first divide our target portfolio into two subgroups: the firms identified directly from
US Treasury press releases (of which six are in our sample), and the 44 additional firms
identified using the Tehran Stock Exchange shareholder data (as discussed in Section 4.2).
Henceforth we will call these ‘Treasury firms’ and ‘TSE firms’. In column (4), we find that
the estimated difference-in-difference coefficients are positive and statistically significant for
both sets of firms, implying that our results are not unique to either of the two subsamples.
The above regression treats all TSE firms equally. However, although at least one Treasury firm is a shareholder in each of these companies, the proportion of shares held by
Treasury firms may be small in some cases and large in others. We thus check the extent to
which the ‘low-share’ TSE firms are driving our results. To do so, we define a new variable
25

Because we omit February to August 2013 from the regressions in this section, we actually only drop 58
rather than 62 trading days in columns (1) to (3) and include only 58 trading days in column (4).
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for each of the TSE firms: the proportion of shares held by Treasury firms as of the beginning of the sample period.26 We then use this information to separate the 44 TSE firms
into above-median (‘high-share’) and below-median (‘low-share’) subgroups, and augment
the regression of Table 5 column (4) by estimating separate coefficients for each subgroup.
Column (5) shows that it is not the low-share firms that are primarily driving our results;
instead, the coefficients for both of these sets of firms are statistically significant. Moreover,
the relevant point estimate is larger for high-share firms, though the difference between the
two estimated coefficients is not statistically significant.

6

Alternative interpretations: conflict risk

The analysis above rests on the assumption that the content of our news coverage measure
consists of ‘clean’ information that is predominantly about sanctions. That is, the response
of market participants to news about negotiations represents their assessment of the financial
implications of the changing probability of sanctions relief. A challenge to this assumption
could emerge if other types of financially relevant information are conflated with sanctionsrelated news.
For example, the progress of negotiations has natural implications for the foreign policy
environment faced by Iran, specifically the probability of military conflict between Iran
and other countries. As negotiations over sanctions progressed and the probability of a
successful deal increased, the likelihood of direct conflict also dropped. News about sanctions
negotiations could therefore have led markets to respond by at least partly incorporating the
financial implications of this easing of the probability of conflict. In econometric terms,
news about sanctions could be proxying for changes in this conflict probability, biasing our
estimates of the effects of sanctions relief.
We perform two exercises to assess the potential scope of this bias. We note that our
estimates will be biased if two conditions are met: first, that the share prices of target and
non-target firms respond to changes in conflict risk, and second, that information about
conflict risk is included in our empirical measures of diplomatic progress towards sanctions
removal. We therefore use additional sources of data to gather evidence on whether each of
these conditions holds in practice, focusing alternatively on Iranian and non-Iranian firms.

6.1

TSE firm returns and conflict risk

Our first exercise looks at the sensitivity of target and non-target firms to the risk of direct
conflict. In order to measure the probability of conflict, we use political betting market
prices for a contract regarding the likelihood that the US and/or Israel could “execute an
overt airstrike against Iran by December 31, 2012”, as discussed in Section 4.4. We then
estimate the correlation of the stock returns of firms in each portfolio with daily changes in
contract prices in Table 6. To do this, we estimate the same set of specifications as in Table
26

The denominator of this variable is the total number of shares held by all shareholders identified in the
TSE shareholder data for that date.
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3, now with contract price changes as the dependent variable, using data from the first day
of our sample period to the end of 2012.27
The results indicate that increases in conflict probability, as proxied by rises in contract
prices, negatively affect stock returns for firms in our sample. In the specification with
firm-quarter-day-of-week fixed effects in column (3), we find that a one-dollar increase in the
contract price is associated with a statistically significant fall in returns of 0.21 percentage
points. However, there is no differential sensitivity between the two portfolios, since the
estimated coefficient on the interaction of our target group dummy with contract prices is
small and insignificant in all specifications.
We thus conclude that while the probability of military conflict is economically relevant
for both non-target and target firms, the relative incidence of these effects across the two
is different from the incidence that prevails for sanctions-related news. However, because
conflict risk does appear to be relevant for firms across the two portfolios, it remains important that we also assess whether our measures of sanctions-related news are likely to include
information about changes in this risk.

6.2

Information content of sanctions-related news measures

In our second exercise, our objective is to study the possibility that our GDELT news coverage measure and the Geneva event dummy could have conveyed confounding information
about the probability of direct military conflict. In the absence of direct odds data (such
as that provided by Intrade), the ideal set of firms for this exercise would be a group of
firms that are ‘war-sensitive’ but not exposed to the effects of sanctions relief. The reaction
of these war-sensitive firms to sanctions-related news coverage and the Geneva agreement
would then let us gauge whether confounding information might be present over our sample
period.
Our approach to approximating this ‘ideal set’ of firms is to identify a group of companies
on stock markets outside Iran who are sensitive to conflict risk but, as non-Iranian firms, are
not directly exposed to sanctions. As discussed in Section 4.4, we use a group of 66 firms
from the 2012 SIPRI Arms Industry Database, which identifies the world’s largest armsproducing and military services companies. Stock price information for these firms allows us
to check whether they were affected by the progress of sanctions negotiations between Iran
and the P5+1.
In column (1) of Table 7, we reproduce our baseline Geneva exercise using these 66 firms
in the arms industry. Specifically, we define the Geneva event dummy as the day November
25, 2013 (the Monday after the deal was agreed) and add the sixty trading days prior to this
to the sample.28 We then regress the daily returns of arms industry firms on the Geneva
27

Ideally, we would also like to use information from similar contracts later in our sample period. However,
as noted earlier, Intrade suspended its US accounts in late December 2012, and all of its activities in March
2013, after the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) applied substantial legal pressure over
concerns about unregulated trading.
28
When studying the returns of firms listed on the TSE, we defined November 23 and 24, 2013 as the
two-day Geneva event. However, unlike the TSE, there was no trading on these two days (Saturday and
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dummy and firm fixed effects, as in the specification in column (1) of Table 2. The results
in column (1) show that the estimated coefficient on the Geneva dummy is statistically
insignificant.
Similarly, column (3) displays the results of a regression based on our preferred specification in column (3) of Table 3. Using data from the full sample period, we regress daily
returns on our standardized GDELT coverage measure and firm-quarter-day-of-week fixed
effects. Again, the estimated coefficient of interest is not statistically significant. Along with
the results in column (1), this suggests that there is not a strong relationship between our
measures of progress in sanctions-related diplomatic negotiations and changes in the risk of
Iran entering a war.
It is possible that we have failed to observe a statistically significant relationship in these
two regressions because too few of the firms in the sample would financially benefit from
increased hostilities between Iran and the West. However, this possibility is not supported
by a regression using the Intrade data discussed above. A specification with daily return as
the dependent variable and the change in the price of the contract “US and/or Israel execute
an overt airstrike against Iran by December 31, 2012” as the regressor, along with firm fixed
effects, yields an estimated coefficient of 0.301 and a standard error of 0.034. In other words,
the relationship between the stock prices of these 66 firms and the risk of this particular
conflict is, on average, actually very strong.
Nonetheless, we refine our exercise using a firm-specific measure of sensitivity to the
odds of conflict between Iran and the US or Israel. Specifically, for each of the firms in the
sample, we run a regression of daily returns in the quarter before the sample period (January
to March 2012) on changes in Intrade contract prices. We then rank the firms according to
the size of the estimated coefficient on contract price change (from most positive to most
negative) and add the interaction between this variable and our sanctions news measure to
the regressions of columns (1) and (3). If news about sanctions was interpreted by markets
as a reduction in the odds of a war between Iran and the US or Israel, we should see that
the returns of firms who are more sensitive to such a conflict fall further when this news
emerges.
Column (2) displays the results of a regression adding the interaction of the Geneva
dummy and this sensitivity ranking to the specification of column (1), while column (4)
adds the interaction between the GDELT measure and war sensitivity to the regression of
column (3). In both cases, the estimated coefficient on the interaction term is statistically
insignificant. There is thus no evidence that firms that are more sensitive to the odds
of conflict between Iran and other countries respond differently to news shocks about the
diplomatic negotiation process.
In conclusion, the evidence from these two exercises does not support a confounding
role for the risk of direct conflict in our estimates. The first exercise suggests that target
portfolio firms are not differentially sensitive to conflict risk, while the second indicates that,
in any case, updates to expectations of conflict risk were not linked to progress in sanctions
negotiations.
Sunday) on the stock markets considered in this exercise.
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7

Conclusion

In this study, we have sought to test a central plank of modern international sanctions policy:
the efficacy of the targeting of particular actors within a receiver country. We consider the
case of Iran, examining responses of its stock market to information indicating progress in
diplomatic negotiations towards an agreement on sanctions removal. We find evidence that
firms owned by key groups within Iran’s political system have been differentially sensitive
to news about potential sanctions relief. Importantly, this sensitivity suggests that political
elites within Iran faced a tangible economic incentive for the removal of sanctions.
Our results therefore provide evidence that sanctions were at least partly ‘on target’ in
the sense that elite policymakers appear to have benefited from their removal. Note that in
the case where this elite ‘income targeting’ goal is not met, then sanctions can still work as
an incentive for policy reform. However, in that case they need to impose costs more heavily
on non-elite groups, a ‘worst-case scenario’ for sanctions policy as it is currently framed by
policymakers. The fact that we identify that an economic incentive for sanctions removal
existed for politically influential groups suggests that this loomed as a potential input into
Iran’s political decision-making process regarding its nuclear programme.
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Figure 1: Setad ownership diagram (from US Treasury)
This figure reproduces an ownership diagram for Setad (also known as EIKO) published by the US Treasury
in a 2013 press release.
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Figure 2: Value of daily event measure, April 14, 2012 to July 15, 2015
This figure shows the evolution, over the sample period April 14, 2012 to July 15, 2015 (excluding February
to August 2013), of a standardized count of the number of articles on relevant events identified in the GDELT
dataset, as discussed in Section 4.3.
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Figure 3: Daily price of Intrade contract in 2012
This figure shows the evolution of Intrade contract prices (in current US dollars) for the betting contract
specified as “US and/or Israel execute an overt airstrike against Iran by December 31, 2012”. The contract
was to have paid $10 if an airstrike occurred before December 31, 2012, and zero otherwise. The period
plotted is January 1, 2012 to December 22, 2012 (the day before US trading was suspended).
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Figure 4: Distribution of estimates across two-day periods (Geneva deal highlighted)
In this figure, we use data for the period from April 14-15, 2012 until July 14-15, 2015 and estimate a series
of models with different 2-day dummies interacted with our target group definition. This corresponds to 388
regressions, and the histogram reports the distribution of estimated coefficients with the two-day Geneva
event (November 23-24, 2013) marked in red.
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Figure 5: Daily estimated target-day interaction coefficients
In this figure, we present estimates of daily target * day interactions for the last four weeks of the 60-day
estimation window in Table 2, column (1), as well as the two trading weeks starting November 23, 2013
(which are to the right of the vertical line). Estimated coefficients and 95% confidence intervals are plotted.
Firm fixed effects are included and standard errors are clustered by firm.
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Table 1: Summary statistics – sample firms

Number of firms
Daily return
Market capitalization

Target firms

Non-target firms

50

87

0.134

0.135

(2.01)

(2.06)

12,357.47

7,692.31

(31,273.68)

(22,499.35)

Share of TSE market capitalization

21.53%

23.32%

Industry of firm:
Mining
Food products
Wood/paper/textiles
Coke/refined petroleum
Chemicals
Pharmaceuticals
Rubber/plastic/mineral products
Basic metals
Metal products
Electronics/electrical equipment
Machinery
Motor vehicles
Transportation/telecom
Finance
Construction/real estate

1
2
1
2
1
3
14
5
1
2
2
6
1
8
1

4
6
3
1
8
9
16
9
1
7
2
7
1
7
6

32

56

3,566.48

4,042.20

(8,899.41)

(23,957.31)

Orbis data:
Number of firms
Turnover
Assets
Employees

5,674.74

3,310.79

(16,403.98)

(9,581.07)

1,679.71

778.92

(3,451.24)

(1,281.56)

This table displays summary statistics for target and non-target firms. See Section 4.1 for a discussion of the
industrial classification. Daily stock return is in percent; its mean and standard deviation (in parentheses)
are by firm-day, omitting the top and bottom 1% of observed returns. Market capitalization, turnover and
assets are denominated in billion rial. Market capitalization from TSE data is as of March 10, 2014. Total
TSE market capitalization is calculated for firms listed on the TSE as of April 14, 2012, omitting two firms
for which data is unavailable. Data from Orbis on turnover, assets and employees is from 2012, and is only
available for a subset of firms. The number of firms with available data on turnover and assets is listed in
the table; employee data is missing for an additional nine firms (four target firms and five non-target firms).
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Table 2: Results – Geneva deal
(1)
Firm
FEs
Geneva

(2)
Day-by-day
estimates

(3)
Firm-day-of-week
FEs

0.610**

0.699**

(0.279)

(0.289)

Day 1

(4)
Industry
interactions

0.521*
(0.307)

Day 2

0.700**
(0.344)

Target * Geneva

1.294***

1.244***

1.274***

(0.366)

(0.386)

(0.400)

No
Yes
6,528
128

Yes
No
6,528
128

Target * Day 1

1.442***
(0.419)

Target * Day 2

1.147**
(0.447)

Firm FEs
Firm-day-of-week FEs
Observations
Number of firms

Yes
No
6,528
128

Yes
No
6,528
128

This table displays estimated effects of the Geneva deal on returns of target and non-target firms. The
dependent variable is daily stock return in percent. ‘Geneva’ is defined as the two days Saturday November
23 and Sunday November 24, 2013. In column (2), ‘day 1’ is November 23, 2013 and ‘day 2’ is November 24,
2013. The sample period is Geneva and the previous sixty trading days. Columns (1), (2) and (4) include
firm fixed effects, and column (3) includes firm-day-of-week fixed effects. Column (4) includes industry *
Geneva interactions for 15 industries. Standard errors, clustered by firm, are in parentheses. Small p-values
are represented by *** (below 1%), ** (below 5%) or * (below 10%).
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Table 3: Results – news coverage
(1)
Firm
FEs
Coverage
Target * coverage

Firm FEs
Firm-qtr FEs
Firm-qtr-day FEs
Observations
Number of firms

(2)
(3)
Firm-quarter
Firm-quarterFEs
day-of-week FEs

(4)
Industry
interactions

0.068***

0.066***

0.063***

(0.011)

(0.011)

(0.013)

0.066***

0.056**

0.069***

0.075***

(0.016)

(0.016)

(0.017)

(0.018)

Yes
No
No
61,568
137

No
Yes
No
61,568
137

No
No
Yes
61,568
137

No
No
Yes
61,568
137

This table displays estimated effects from specifications that include a daily measure of news coverage related
to diplomatic progress between Iran and the P5+1 countries. The dependent variable is daily stock return
in percent. The variable ‘coverage’ is a standardized count of the number of articles on a relevant event
identified in the GDELT dataset, as discussed in Section 4.3. Column (1) includes firm fixed effects, column
(2) includes firm-quarter fixed effects and columns (3) and (4) include firm-quarter-day-of-week fixed effects.
Column (4) includes industry * coverage interactions for 15 industries. The sample period is from April
14, 2012 to July 15, 2015, excluding February to August 2013. Standard errors, clustered by firm, are in
parentheses. Small p-values are represented by *** (below 1%), ** (below 5%) or * (below 10%).
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Table 4: Results – varying sample period

Coverage
Target * coverage

Firm-qtr-day FEs
Observations
Number of firms

(1)
No Geneva

(2)
Pre-Geneva

(3)
Post-Geneva

(4)
Geneva

0.061***

0.043

0.063***

0.143***

(0.012)

(0.039)

(0.013)

(0.038)

0.046**

0.028

0.049**

0.159**

(0.018)

(0.053)

(0.020)

(0.051)

Yes
55,441
137

Yes
16,122
137

Yes
39,319
130

Yes
6,127
128

This table displays estimated effects from specifications that include a daily measure of news coverage related
to diplomatic progress between Iran and the P5+1 countries. The dependent variable is daily stock return
in percent. The variable ‘coverage’ is a standardized count of the number of articles on a relevant event
identified in the GDELT dataset, as discussed in Section 4.3. The sample period in column (1) is from April
14, 2012 to July 15, 2015 excluding February 1, 2013 to November 24, 2013, in column (2) it is from April
14, 2012 to January 31, 2013, in column (3) it is from November 25, 2013 to July 15, 2015 and in column
(4) it is from September 1, 2013 to November 24, 2013. All columns include firm-quarter-day-of-week fixed
effects. Standard errors, clustered by firm, are in parentheses. Small p-values are represented by *** (below
1%), ** (below 5%) or * (below 10%).
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Table 5: Robustness – varying coverage and target definitions

Coverage
Target * coverage

(1)
All
articles

(2)
US-Iran
only

(3)
Top 10%
dummy

0.049***

0.055***

0.067**

0.063***

0.066***

(0.013)

(0.013)

(0.033)

(0.013)

(0.012)

0.069***

0.083***

0.158***

(0.017)

(0.018)

(0.050)

0.073*

0.070*

(0.042)

(0.041)

US Treasury * coverage
TSE asset * coverage

(4)
(5)
‘Target’ by High-share and
data source low-share firms

0.068***
(0.018)

High share * coverage

0.090***
(0.029)

Low share * coverage

0.064**
(0.028)

Firm-qtr-day FEs
Observations
Number of firms

Yes
61,568
137

Yes
61,568
137

Yes
61,568
137

Yes
61,568
137

Yes
61,568
137

This table displays estimated effects from specifications that include a daily measure of news coverage related
to diplomatic progress between Iran and the P5+1 countries. The dependent variable is daily stock return
in percent. In all columns, the variable ‘coverage’ is based on the number of articles on a event identified
in the GDELT dataset. In column (1), this includes all events, while in all other columns, it is restricted to
relevant events as discussed in Section 4.3. In column (2), this includes only events involving the US, while
in all other columns, it includes events involving any P5+1 country. The coverage variable is a dummy for
the top 10% of observed values in column (3) and a standardized measure in all other columns. Column
(4) classifies target firms into two groups: firms identified by the US Treasury as assets of IRGC and Setad
(‘US Treasury’) and firms identified via the TSE shareholder data as assets of US Treasury-identified firms.
Column (5) additionally classifies firms identified via the TSE shareholder data into two groups: those
with above-median ownership by US Treasury-identified firms (‘high share’) and those with below-median
ownership by US Treasury-identified firms (‘low share’). All columns include firm-quarter-day-of-week fixed
effects. The sample period is from April 14, 2012 to July 15, 2015, excluding February to August 2013.
Standard errors, clustered by firm, are in parentheses. Small p-values are represented by *** (below 1%),
** (below 5%) or * (below 10%).
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Table 6: Results – Intrade contract price
(1)
Firm
FEs
Price change
Target * price change

Firm FEs
Firm-qtr FEs
Firm-qtr-day FEs
Observations
Number of firms

(2)
(3)
Firm-quarter
Firm-quarterFEs
day-of-week FEs

(4)
Industry
interactions

-0.160***

-0.183***

-0.209***

(0.060)

(0.061)

(0.070)

0.036

0.027

0.015

-0.075

(0.092)

(0.093)

(0.103)

(0.103)

Yes
No
No
12,332
136

No
Yes
No
12,332
136

No
No
Yes
12,332
136

No
No
Yes
12,332
136

This table displays correlations between returns of target and non-target firms and the change in the price
of the Intrade contract “US and/or Israel to execute an overt airstrike against Iran by December 31, 2012”.
The dependent variable is daily stock return in percent. ‘Price change’ represents the change in the price
of the Intrade contract, in current US dollars, during the same day. Column (1) includes firm fixed effects,
column (2) includes firm-quarter fixed effects and columns (3) and (4) include firm-quarter-day-of-week fixed
effects. Column (4) includes industry * coverage interactions for 15 industries. The sample period is from
April 14, 2012 to December 22, 2012. Standard errors, clustered by firm, are in parentheses. Small p-values
are represented by *** (below 1%), ** (below 5%) or * (below 10%).
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Table 7: Results – arms industry firms
(1)
(2)
Geneva deal
Geneva

-0.061

-0.157

(0.140)

(0.257)

Coverage
Sensitivity rank * Geneva

(3)
(4)
News coverage

0.008

0.011

(0.006)

(0.014)

0.003
(0.007)

Sensitivity rank * coverage

-0.00008
(0.0003)

Firm FEs
Firm-qtr-day FEs
Observations
Number of firms

Yes
No
3,977
66

Yes
No
3,977
66

No
Yes
45,040
66

No
Yes
45,040
66

This table displays estimated effects of the Geneva deal, and estimated effects from specifications that include
a daily measure of news coverage related to diplomatic progress between Iran and the P5+1 countries, on
returns of firms in the arms industry. The dependent variable is daily stock return in percent. ‘Geneva’ is
defined as the day Monday November 25. The variable ‘coverage’ is a standardized count of the number
of articles on a relevant event identified in the GDELT dataset, as discussed in Section 4.3. The variable
‘sensitivity rank’ is the rank of each firm based on the responsiveness of its stock return to the change in the
price of the Intrade contract “US and/or Israel to execute an overt airstrike against Iran by December 31,
2012” in the first quarter of 2012, as discussed in Section 6.2. Columns (1) and (2) include firm fixed effects
and columns (3) and (4) include firm-quarter-day-of-week fixed effects. The sample period in columns (1)
and (2) is Geneva and the previous sixty trading days, and in columns (3) and (4) it is April 16, 2012 to
July 15, 2015. Standard errors, clustered by firm, are in parentheses. Small p-values are represented by ***
(below 1%), ** (below 5%) or * (below 10%).
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A1

Appendix Tables
Table A1: Two-digit CAMEO event types
Code
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Event type
Make public statement
Appeal
Express intent to cooperate
Consult
Engage in diplomatic cooperation
Engage in material cooperation
Provide aid
Yield
Investigate
Demand
Disapprove
Reject
Threaten
Protest
Exhibit military posture
Reduce relations
Coerce
Assault
Fight
Engage in unconventional mass violence

This table displays the event types at the two-digit level of the Conflict and Mediation Event Observations
(CAMEO) classification system (Schrodt 2012).
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Table A2: Top fifteen event measure observations
Date

Value

Sanctions negotiations event

Jul 14 2015
Mar 25 2015*
Apr 4 2015*
Jun 19 2012*
Jul 11 2015*
Nov 24 2013
Nov 9 2013*
Nov 23 2013*
Nov 18 2013
Jul 15 2015
Sep 28 2013*
Jul 4 2015*
Mar 31 2015
Mar 7 2015*
Mar 28 2015*

10.66
9.07
5.16
4.97
4.67
4.55
4.22
3.55
3.33
3.26
3.23
3.21
3.17
2.95
2.89

Final agreement reached in Vienna
Negotiation round ends in Lausanne
Framework agreement reached in Lausanne
Negotiation round ends in Moscow
Negotiation round in progress in Vienna
Interim agreement reached in Geneva
Negotiation round ends in Geneva
Negotiation round in progress in Geneva
Negotiation round about to begin in Geneva
Final agreement reached on previous day in Vienna
Presidents of Iran and US speak by phone
Negotiation round in progress in Vienna
Negotiation deadline extended in Lausanne
Several P5+1 members discuss negotiations
Negotiation round in progress in Lausanne

This table displays the top fifteen observations, within the sample period April 14, 2012 to July 15, 2015,
of a standardized count of the number of articles on relevant events identified in the GDELT dataset, as
discussed in Section 4.3. For each of these observations, the table shows the relevant date, the value of the
variable, and an event of that day that is relevant to diplomatic negotiations for sanctions relief. Dates are
marked with stars when the observation also includes events from prior days because of weekends or holidays
on the TSE.
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